It is admitted that a solid body is obtained by means of extraction from an infinite medium, and at the same time its state changes. To describe this phenomenon there a linear theory of elasticity of isotropic materials of the second order was used, generalized for the case of availability of the initial stressed state described by tensors of various ranks. They depend upon the physical nature of the body, the form of its boundary and position of points for their determination. The boundary effect -existence of surface tension and surface energy is described. The analysis of known test data regarding values of these quantities, wave dispersion in resilient media, calculus results on the basis of the model offered and one-dimensional theory of the crystalline lattice of elastic energy density for a number materials allowed values of elastic modulus and initial stresses to be determined. The created model of medium is used for the description of the stressed state of bodies adhered together, when their adhesion is considered to be one of the kinds of contact interaction. The calculus results of adhesion energy are confronted with the known data. Keywords: theory of the elasticity, materials of the second order, the initial stressed state, and surface energy, adhesion energy.
Introduction
It is known that particles of solid body -atoms, ions, interact with the aid of the potential forces [1] . Therefore a change in the position at least of one particle of a body affects the position and the mutual influence of all remaining particles. The formation of the new section of free surface, for example, with the division, is accompanied by the separation of the sets of particles. On the one side, the adhesion of two bodies is connected with the association of large quantities of particles. In these processes the inter-atomic bonds break or are formed only along the interface or association. But the result affects all particles of the divided or united bodies. The possibility of the calculation of the aforesaid exists with the discrete description of the behavior of material [2] . This can be made, also, with the continuous non-local description [3, 4] . But the first method is difficult to use for describing the materials with the complex structure. The second method requires information about the potential of non-local interaction. For describing the surface phenomena it is possible to use gradient theories (for example [5, 6] ). They use a higher order differential equation of motions. Surface effects can be considered as the effects of boundary layer. However, in the existing models is not traced clearly the connection of the predicted effects with the special features of potential interaction of the particles of solid body. In the model proposed below the underlining of this connection is the basis of theory.
Model of continuous elastic medium 2.1 Basic assumptions

1.
Interaction of the atoms of real body is described with the aid of the potential of pair wise interaction. It is assumed that for the continuous simulator interaction of infinitely small particles is also potential, paired. The potential of interaction is proportional to their volumes dV and (further potential) -the continuous and differentiated function of its arguments.
2.
The studied processes are isothermal, reversed. The mechanical properties of medium are completely determined by the form of the function ( )
. The uniformity of properties indicates the dependence
-the state vector of particle are considered small. Therefore u ∆ also low value.
3.
For the exception of the influence of boundary it is assumed that any body B is obtained by isolation from infinitely extensive homogeneous continuous medium Ω . Isolation occurs instantly. Potential
does not change. Initial for the body B is the state, in which it was located after instantaneous isolation. The motion, caused by disruption of the equilibrium of internal forces, begins at this moment. It is considered that it rapidly goes out. Therefore, in further reasoning it is not examined.
Stress-strained state and mechanical properties
The characteristics of the strained and stressed state of medium are introduced as follows. The potential ϕ d of particle dV inside the homogeneous medium is calculated through the formula
(1)
Its variation relative to the current state of medium Ω is determined by the equality
(
In this case for the relative displacement u ∆ is considered valid the idea in the form Taylor series according to the external degrees of vector a [7] ( )
The consequence of these operations is the idea of a variation in the density of a change in the potential of internal forces w δ , developing in the environment dV of point r , which is equal to the work of internal forces in this region, in the form
where:
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( )
It follows from idea (5) that the infinite sequence
of the gradients of displacements is the characteristic of the strained state in the infinitely small environment dV of point r . Its elements -these are the generalized displacements, determined in dV . By the generalized forces, which work on them, appear the stress tensors, determined by equalities (6) of the characteristics of the stressed state of region dV . It is characteristic that the calculation of interaction of the particles of the medium by the introduction of potential
led to the need for the calculation of the initial stressed state in the medium, caused exclusively by its intrinsic properties. These properties are described by function
. It determines the values of the mechanical characteristics (in the classical understanding) of medium Ω , computed with the aid of (8) .
For the homogeneous infinite medium Ω tensors (7) and (8) do not depend on the position of the point of their determination. The same is correct for the body B , when isolated it in Ω mentally only with surface S with the external unit normal n . Picture changes with the real isolation, described in the third assumption of introduction. The action of the appearance of body B on its particles disappears at this moment, integration in (7) and (8) must be produced not on Ω , but on B . In this case the position of boundary S relative to each point r , from which is counted off the vector a , proves to be different. In spite of the safety of function
with the real isolation of body B from Ω it ceases to be uniform in the classical understanding.
External actions and equation of motion
The system of the differential equation of motions and boundary conditions takes the form
-the symbol of volumetric gradient; S ∇ -the symbol of surface gradient. It was assumed during the construction of system (9) -(11) that, as in the classical case, external actions on any body and any part of it are divided into those volumetrically distributed and those superficially distributed. The first make classical sense. Their bulk density is f . The second, just as in the classical case, characterize contact interaction of different bodies. However, this interaction is characterized not by one form of forces, but by infinite sequence, that possess surface densities ( )
this is the density of the classical surface forces, which accomplish work on the true displacements of material points. With k > 0 -this is of density over forces [8] . System (9) -(11) must be augmented by the differential form of the law of conservation of momentum of pulse and by initial conditions for pour on displacements and their speeds.
Version of the potential
It can be realized for the isotropic medium. In this case it suffices to examine one-dimensional situation. Equation (9) 
The search for the solution in the form (14)
The same law can be built theoretically, with the use of ideas of solid state physics [1] , or on the basis of data of experiments [9] . With the comparison it is possible to determine values 3 The theory application
Additional assumptions
1. Instead of the infinite sequences of the generalized displacements and stresses they are used only on their two first elements. This gives the possibility to use for its solution classical methods, in particular, the method of separation of variables -Fourier's method. The analytical method of solving the ordinary differential equations of final order with the arbitrary differentiated coefficients, which are appeared in the one-dimensional case, is represented into [10] . 2. Maximum simplification in the task is possible to achieve, if we assume that in the range of values in question under the condition of coefficients are constant. 2. It is assumed that the material is isotropic. In its near-boundary layer the values of the tensors of initial stresses and characteristics of elastic state are constant and equal to those values, which are characteristic for the boundary plane of semi-infinite body. In this case the density of a change in the internal forces potential is determined by the equality Relationship (16) corresponds to the model of the linearly elastic medium of the second order with the initial stressed state.
Quantity checking of theory
Within the framework of the theory proposed is examined the task about the stress-strained state of semi-infinite body, on which act no external forces. On the basis of its solution and data of experiments regarding the surface energy p W of solid bodies [11] in accordance with the formulas
. (17) the estimations of additional elastic constants are made for the number of materials b and 0 π . The results of calculations are represented in table 1. The use of a dispersion law [1] for determining the parameter b leads to the results, commensurate with those given.
Adhesion of two solid bodies
By adhesion of two solid deformed bodies ( ) preserves not only its integrity (as in the case of classical, solid contact), but also smoothness of the distribution of its deformations. This idea gives the possibility to solve the problem about the stress-strained state of the body, which are in a state of adhesion as the combined task about the state of piecewise-uniform body ( ) ( )
with the condition of the absence of external actions on it. 
Conclusion
At present is discussed a question about the correspondence of the discrete and continuous description of real material [2] . In the represented work it is shown that it is possible to attain an increase in the degree of the adequacy of description by the allotment of continuous medium with the properties, characteristic for the discrete medium. In this work this property is the ability of particles to interact at the significant distance with the aid of the potential forces. The gradient model of the second order for the medium with the initial stresses became the result this of calculation. It proved to be applicable for the use in the calculations of surface energy and adhesion energy.
